
Breaking 
into Mobility
Identifying opportunities to start selling mobile technologies

Enterprise mobility is on the rise, creating vast opportunity 
for you to enter the market and drive more revenue. 

Here are some cases in which mobility may be a good fit: 

   Retail Businesses Driving the Customer Experience 
Challenge:      Retailers are looking for new ways to increase customer engagement and improve 
         the in-store experience.  

How Mobility Helps:   Managed WiFi with social sign-in provides data on customers in store, allowing retailers to push 
         relevant notifications to mobile devices. Customers connect to WiFi network through social media 
         accounts and receive o�ers based o� interests. It also comes with PCI compliance features. 

Discovery Questions:  • What are you currently doing to engage in-store customers via mobile?
         • Do you currently offer free WiFi to customers at your stores? 
         • Are you pushing mobile notifications to employees while they are in your stores?

TBI works with vendors o�ering best-of-breed managed WiFi that will help your retail 
customers improve the in-store experience. 

   – Visage Mobile

The global enterprise mobility 
market will bring in

$140 billion  
a year by 2020. 



   Businesses with Compliance Concerns 
   (HIPAA, PCI, SOX, FISMA, etc.)
Challenge:   Rise of BYOD has increased risks of compliance violations from sensitive customer data being 
   compromised on lost or stolen employee devices. 

How Mobility Helps: Leading mobile device management (MDM) platforms offer remote locking and wiping of employee 
   devices. If a device is lost, IT can lock it and wipe it to prevent sensitive data from being accessed 
   by unauthorized parties. 

Discovery Questions:  • Do you have a BYOD policy in place? 
         • Is compliancy a big concern within your organization?
         • Are you leveraging any technologies to secure and encrypt data on employee devices? 

TBI’s vendors provide MDM using Gartner Magic Quadrant solutions from VMware, 
AirWatch, IBM, and more. 

   Businesses with a Large Mobile Workforce
Challenge:   Many businesses have remote employees. They need to enable them to be productive out of the 
   o�ce, which is challenging without a strong mobile network and cloud connects. 

How Mobility Helps: AT&T and Verizon leverage their strong mobile networks and cloud connects to allow remote 
   users to have end-to-end QoS and private connections to apps. This is a unique service that no 
   other carriers can replicate. 

Discovery Questions:   • How many remote employees do you have?
         • Do you have a BYOD policy in place? 
         • Are you having difficulty connecting mobile devices to critical data and apps? 

TBI has strong relationships with AT&T and several other carriers, and has dedicated teams to 
ensure smooth implementation of their mobile network services for your customers. 
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